Drivers and Software Updates

You must consider downloading and installing the latest drivers when you install a new hardware device or after reinstalling or upgrading Microsoft Windows if the updates don’t complete automatically.

Updating drivers is also an important troubleshooting step when the device is not functioning properly or when generating an error, such as a device manager error code. In some instances, an updated driver enables new features for the hardware as provided by the device manufacturer.

The latest drivers can usually be downloaded, installed, and updated through Windows Update.

All other drivers for the Nokia Laptop (NKi510UL85S) can be downloaded here.

Frequently asked questions (FAQs)
1) What types of updates are available?
These updates are available through Windows Update:
Security updates – critical to ensure your computer is protected from online threats.
Windows bug fixes – essential to improve the Windows experience.
Other driver updates are optional updates that help you get the best from your laptop.

2) Can I manually troubleshoot update issues?
Yes. If automatic updates fail, you can manually troubleshoot the issue.

3) Can I use Device Manager to get updates?
Yes. If a specific hardware component is not working correctly, you can update it in Device Manager.